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Airplay Name Comment / Feedback / Result

mephisto 97.6 checked out the songs, but sound does not fit
Campus Radio Jena not really the right sound for them
Couch FM no airplay here, sound does not fit
CT das radio checked the songs, but are not convinced
RBB Kultur played "Change" in the Show JAZZDISKOTHEK
WDR COSMO played several tracks and announced the concerts
TIDE 96.0 played some songs in the show URBANISSIMO

Alex Berlin / Radio Corax Halle played the Song 'Waiting' in the show PLANET SOUNDS

HR 2 Kultur plyed it in the show Jazzgroove
MDR Figaro presented several songs in their jazz show
byteFM did not really like the album that much, no airplay
Freies Radio Karlsruhe nice album presentation in the evening show
FluxFM not interested, say the sound ist too cheesy
Radio Bremen airplay for some tracks in the jazz show
NDR Info played some songs in theri jazz show
Nordwestradio played a few songs in their jazz show
SR2 played some tracks from the album and announced live date
Radio X presented some songs in their show JAZZAMADASS
Bonn FM not the right sound for their listeners
Campusradio Mainz no airplay here
CT das Radio not the right sound, no airplay
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Uniradio Bochum do not like the album, no airplay
Radio Okerwelle presented some tracks in the evening show
afk max no airplay here
Kanal K no airplay, no convinced by the album
Radio Klinikfunk no airplay here
HERTZ 87.9 do not like the album, no airplay
BR 2 used the songs for their show ZÜNDFUNK
Deutschlandfunk Kultur several freepicks in diverse shows
SWR 2 played some tracks during the evening show
WDR 3 presented some songs from the album in their jazz show
BR Klassik used some songs in their jazz show
Kölncampus no airplay, sound doees not convince

Print Comment / Feedback / Result

Folker did not write a review
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Folker did not write a review
kulturnews no review here, album does not convince
Rolling Stone do not like the album, no review
Eclipsed not interested, sound does not convince
Jazzthetik wrote a Feature - Scan attached
Jazz thing & Blue Rhythm no review here, album did not convince
taz thought about a review, but in the end there are other albums convincing them
WESTZEIT wrote a review - Scan attached
Intro do not like the album, no review
Musikexpress no review here, are not convinced by the album
Good Times not interested in the album
Concerto no review, did not like the album.
Jazzpodium wrote a review - Scan attached
bluesnews no review here, album does not fit
Glitterhouse album cannot convince
Mint made an announcement and wrote a review - Scan attached
Folkmagazin no review, do not like the album

Online Comment / Feedback / Result

Wochenblatt.de wrote a Concert announcement - Scan attached
soultrain.de wrote a review - scan attached
musikreviews.de wrote a review - scna attached
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lieinthesound.de no review here, not convinced by the sound
Amusio.com no review
soundandimage.de no review here
eR-eM-online-szene-mag by wrote a review - san attached
Soulguru.de wrote a review - scan attached
global-music.de wrote a reveiw - scan attached
chic-schnack.com wrote a review - scan attached
deutschlandfunkkultur.de wrote a review - scan attached
trvelove.de wrote a review - Scan attached
pnp.de wrote a live review - scan attached
bureauexport.de wrote a review - scan attached
askhelmut.de wrote about the show - Scan attached
magazin-forum.de concert announcement - scan attached
rheinpfalz.de concert announcement - scan attached
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